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Growing Community
Ten Funny Stories
Now I Can Read!
“Diary of a Worm”
By Doreen Cronin
J ER CRO
Being a worm is very different from being a person.
This worm lives with his mom and dad, plays with
friends, and goes to school. But he also doesn’t have
legs and he eats his homework!

“Big Bad Bubble”
By Adam Rubin
J ER RUB
Bubbles may seem harmless to us, but the monsters
in La La Land seem to think they are absolutely
terrifying. Can you help the monsters confront their
fear of oh-so-scary bubbles?

“The Day the Crayons Quit”
By Drew Daywalt
J ER DAY
Duncan opens his crayon box to find that they colors
are all missing. Each color left a letter explaining why
they are all upset with him. Can they reconcile?

“Battle Bunny”
By Jon Scieszka
J ER SCI
Alex doesn’t want the picturebook about a Bunny’s
birthday that he received as a gift. So he turns it into
a book about a battle bunny with an evil plan.

“Mustache Baby”
By Bridget Heos
J ER HEO
Baby Billy’s family contends best they can when he is
born with a mustache. As he gets older and it curls up
at the ends they fear he is becoming a villain though.

“Unicorn Thinks He’s Pretty Great”
By Bob Shea
J ER SHE
Goat was doing great until Unicorn came to town.
Unicorn is a show-off and now it’s like Goat can’t do
anything right. Could they still manage to be friends?

“The Book With No Pictures”
By B.J. Novak
J ER NOV
A book with no pictures might seem boring… but read
this one to find out that it’s definitely not! The person
reading aloud has to say everything that is in the book.
Even if it’s super silly!

“Elephant and Piggie” series
By Mo Willems
J ER WIL ABC
Elephant and Piggie are the best of friends! Enter into
their daily conversations about everything from a
bird on Elephant’s head to Piggie’s love for slop. The
comic style can be a new, fun format.

“Duck! Rabbit!”
By Amy Krouse Rosenthal
J ER ROS
Can you tell if that’s a duck or a rabbit? Is it both? In
this classic, hilarious text, two voices debate whether
the image is of a duck or rabbit. You be the judge!

“The Funny Farm”
By Michael Dahl
J 818.54 DAH
Calling all who love to laugh! This joke book is all
about animals. This farm is the funniest I’ve ever
found, for sure. Try other joke books by Dahl as well.
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